The Southwest SWCD is active in developing conservation practices to improve soil and water resources, erosion control and acquire more knowledge on farmer’s needs.

Upon a very strong initiative by members of the Board, Rio Loco 2010 Project started with funds from USDA/NRCS and the PR Department of Agriculture. The project will improve the quality and quantity of agricultural resources through construction, installation and establishment of practices that will control effect of negative external agents that affect agricultural production and also affect the Coral Reef at Guánica Bay.

Our Team is composed by volunteer’s farmers with leadership and compromise with our natural resources. They are Jaime Acevedo - President, Carlos Gonzalez - Treasurer, Jose B. Ramirez - Secretary, Pedro Ramirez, Michael Mc Gee, Mara Semidey - Supervisors, Isela Ortiz - Administrator and Solar Energy 2000 - Engineering Partners.